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ABOUT APOLLO COMPOSITE DECKING

Apollo’s bamboo composite decking is manufactured using a type of composite material made by mixing natural bamboo
fiber with 100% recycled plastics (48% bamboo composite; 4% additives; 48% high-density polyethylene [HDPE]). This
construction-grade material is a strong, moisture and mildew-resistant composite, engineered to endure all types of abuse,
including rain, snow, ice, sand, and heavy foot traffic. The surface looks great with its natural wood appearance and
requires minimal maintenance.
Like most composites, Apollo’s Lite Deck & Patio Tiles & Deck Planks may have slight color variations from piece to piece.
This is due to naturally-occurring variations in bamboo fibers and HDPE. Purchasing all required decking material at one
time is recommended as manufacturing runs can produce slightly different colors.
Do not install if color variation is not acceptable. Installation denotes acceptance of warranty.

PRE-INSTALLATION INSPECTION

Before installing any Apollo Lite Deck & Patio Tiles or Deck Planks, make sure that the new or existing deck and framework
or patio is structurally sound and meets local building codes. For Lite Deck & Patio Tiles, proper slope is required to allow
for drainage.
When installing Deck Planks, the joists must be a maximum of 16” on-center. Deck Planks can be installed by either facescrewing or blind screwed/clip installation. InfiniClip® Universal Decking Clips is a recommended installation method,
however if InfiniClip® is unavailable in your region, CAMO® is also an approved installation method. Please make
sure to follow the manufacturer’s instructions.
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PLANK & END GAPPING / INSTALLATION TOOLS (Overview)
MINIMUM END TO END GAP

All materials expand and contract as temperatures rise and fall. The following chart will help to insure that your Apollo
installation is a success. Leave the appropriate gap between planks, as indicated in the chart below, depending on the length of
your planks and the temperature at time of installation.
Plank Length

Below 40°F

40°F to 70°F

Above 70°F

End Butt Abutting

End Butt Abutting

End Butt Abutting

12’

1/8”

1/4”

1/8”

3/16”

1/8”

1/8”

16’

3/16”

3/8”

3/16”

1/4”

1/8”

1/8”

20’

1/4”

1/2”

1/4”

3/16”

1/8”

1/8”

PLEASE NOTE: When installing in extreme situations, please
consult technical department before installation. When installation
area exceeds 20’, shorter planks will show less movement. We
recommend that you do not install below 32ºF or above 100ºF.

SAFETY FIRST! ALWAYS PROTECT YOURSELF WHEN USING POWER TOOLS.
USE OF PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED.

GENERAL INSTALLATION TOOLS FOR APOLLO LITE DECK &
PATIO TILES

Circular Saw or Miter Saw with 60-tooth carbide tipped blade
Jig Saw or Band Saw
Pencil
Rubber Mallet
Scissors
Kneepads
Tape Measure
#1 Phillips head screwdriver or bit
Wire Brush
Pieces of Cardboard (12”x12”)
Box Cutter

GENERAL INSTALLATION TOOLS FOR APOLLO STAIR TREAD &
DECK PLANKS

Circular Saw or Miter Saw with 60-tooth carbide tipped blade
Table Saw
Power Drill or Impact Driver
1/8” Drill Bit
2-3/4” Deck Screws and Screw Bit
#10x2-3/4” Composite Deck Screws with Torx head* & Screw Bits
1/4” Spacer
Pencil
Tape Measure
Multiple pieces of approx. 12” Long 2x4’s
Rubber Mallet
*color matched to decking material

GENERAL INSTALLATION TOOLS FOR HIDDEN FASTENERS

Circular Saw or Miter Saw with 60-tooth carbide tipped blade
Table Saw
Power Drill or Impact Driver
1/8” Drill Bit
2-3/4” Deck Screws and Screw Bit [included with InfiniClip® pack]
#10x2-3/4” Composite Deck Screws with Torx head* & Screw Bits
InfiniClip Universal Decking Clips
1/4” Spacer
Pencil
Tape Measure
Multiple pieces of approx. 12” Long 2x4’s
Rubber Mallet
*color matched to decking material
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APOLLO LITE DECK & PATIO TILE INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
Apollo Lite Deck & Patio Tiles cut, mill and route just like solid wood. We recommend using a 60-tooth carbide tipped blade.
Following these simple installation and maintenance guidelines will allow you to sit back and enjoy your new deck with
confidence. Please read these instructions completely before installing your new deck.
Please refer to the Pre-Installation Inspection on page 2 and General Installation Tools list on page 3 before starting
installation of Apollo Lite Deck & Patio Tiles.
You can also find a step-by-step video installation guide at www.apollodecks.com.
SAFETY FIRST! ALWAYS PROTECT YOURSELF WHEN USING POWER TOOLS.
USE OF PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED.

INSTALLATION OVER HARD-SURFACE,
CONCRETE OR EXISTING DECK
STEP 1: PREP YOUR SURFACE

If installing against an existing structure, start away from the structure. Before
beginning installation, sweep the surface, then check structure grade to check
for proper slope. Once major repairs on the surface are completed (if necessary),
you’re ready to begin installing your deck tiles.

Prep Your Surface

Apollo pro-tip: Lay out and open your deck tiles first.
Place the first tile directly on the existing surface with the female sides facing
the outside of the installation area. If necessary, install deck tile trim along
outside edge.

STEP 2: LAYING THE TILES

Place the first tiles away from building or residence. Install the next tile by
placing the female side of the tile onto the male side of the existing tile and
press down firmly to engage the snap fitting. Each peg should seat into each
corresponding hole. Lightly tap the pegs into final position and rough out the
edges to fit square. (NOTE: the tiles will square themselves over time.) Place
the tiles so both sides fit and tap into place.

Laying First Tiles

Work in a diagonal pattern and continue to install additional tiles as steps
1 & 2 dictate.
Snap Fitting
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STEP 3: TRIMMING TO FIT

It may be necessary to cut the end tile(s) of a row to fit the layout. Rest a tile
in place and mark the cut point. When making a cut, make sure to remove
any screws that may be in the path of the blade using a #1 Phillips head
screwdriver or bit. If the layout allows for a complete tile at the end of the row,
simply cut off the male snap fittings using a power or hand saw if not using trim.

Trimming to Fit

STEP 4: WORKING AROUND OBSTRUCTIONS

To cut out around a pole, pipe or other obstruction, it is best to first make a
template of the cut using a piece of cardboard. Once your template fits nicely
onto the deck tile, use the template to mark where you’ll make your cuts on
the deck tile. Important: Before you perform any cuts on a deck tile, make
sure to remove all screws in the cut-path!
Once you have cut the deck tile with a jigsaw or bandsaw, install your tile in
place around the obstruction.

Working Around Obstructions

STEP 5: CLEANING & MAINTENANCE

After your deck tiles have been completely installed, we strongly encourage
you to follow our Decking Maintenance & Repair Guideline (page 8) before
enjoying your new Apollo decking experience.
First, completely spray down the entire deck with Apollo Intensive Deck and
Patio Cleaner and then proceed to use a brush to thoroughly scrub the entire
deck. Once you have finished scrubbing, thoroughly rinse down the deck with
a hose and your new deck is complete!
See our website for a detailed, step-by-step installation video.

Cleaning & Maintenance

INSTALLATION OVER ROOF MEMBRANE

In the case of installation over a torched-down or PVC membrane roof, the roof membrane must always be installed and used in
accordance with manufacturer’s specifications. Most membrane manufacturers require a sacrificial layer between their membrane
and anything on top of it. Proper slope for drainage is required. Consult with membrane manufacturer for compatibility. Apollo does
not warranty any leaks or issues associated with the roofing membrane system (for more on this, please refer to Apollo’s Warranty
Guidelines on page 9).
During the first 90 days after installation, some water marks may be left on the surface. This is a normal occurrence and will
disappear after a normal weathering period.
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APOLLO DECK PLANK INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
Apollo Composite Deck Planks cut, mill and route just like solid wood. We recommend using a 60-tooth carbide tipped blade.
Following these simple installation and maintenance guidelines will allow you to sit back and enjoy your new deck with
confidence. Please read these instructions completely before installing your new deck.
Before starting installation of Apollo Deck Planks, please refer to the Pre-Installation Inspection on page 2, End to End Gapping
chart on page 3, and General Installation Tools list, as well as the General Tools for Hidden Fasteners on page 3.
You can also find a step-by-step video installation guide at www.apollodecks.com
*Should InfiniClip® be unavailable in your area or region, CAMO® is an approved installation method. Follow the
manufacturer’s instructions, making sure you attach screws no closer than 1” from end of plank and no more than
1-1/2” from end of plank.
SAFETY FIRST! ALWAYS PROTECT YOURSELF WHEN USING POWER TOOLS.
USE OF PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED.

INSTALLATION OF
FIRST PLANK

If starting install against an
existing structure, place 1⁄4”
spacers along the back edge
and end of the plank. Butt
Measuring
plank snug to the spacers. Place
the first InfiniClip® into the groove
of the first plank and attach the clip to the joist. Pre-drill 1” in from the back of the
plank and end of the plank at each joist using a 1/8” drill bit [included with InfiniClip®
pack]. Using #10x2-3/4” composite deck screws, attach the plank to the joists
through the top of the plank, making sure that the screws sit flush or slightly below
the plank’s surface. Continue installing clips to each joist along the plank.

Cutting

INSTALLATION OF ADDITIONAL BOARDS

Place additional rows of planks into the clips from the previous rows. If the fit is
tight, lightly tap the plank into place using a lightweight rubber mallet to maintain
equal spacing. Install clip no closer than 1” from end of plank and no more than
1-1/2” from end of plank. Continue installing clips to each joist along the plank.

Installation of additional boards

To install Deck Planks unsing the face screwing method, attach planks using two
[2] #10x2-3/4” composite deck screws to each joist. Space each row of Deck
Planks using 1/4” spacers. Do not screw ends of planks closer than 1” to ends of
planks. Maximum overhang should be no more than 1”.
Face screw
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BUTTING A SEAM

Attach a 12” 2x4 to the side of the existing joist using four [4] #10x2-3/4” deck
screws, making sure that the top of the 2x4 is flush to the joist. The seam of the
planks should lie between the joist and 2x4, with the appropriate expansion gap*.
Install two clips into previous row where the end butts of the seam will be. After
seamed planks are installed, be sure to install two more clips at the end of each
plank at the seam.
Please note that failure to double joist end-butts voids the Apollo warranty.

Butting a Seam

INSTALLATION OF LAST PLANK

It may be necessary to trim the last plank lengthwise (rip) to allow for a expansion gap*. Place last plank into the clips from the
previous row. With a 1/8” expansion gap*, pre-drill 1” in from the back of the plank and end of the plank at each joist using a
1/8” drill bit [included with InfiniClip® pack]. Using #10x2-3/4” composite deck screws, attach the plank to the joists through the
top of the plank, making sure that the screws sit flush or slightly below the plank’s surface.

INSTALLATION OF SLEEPERS

Before installing “sleepers,” ensure adequate drainage is in place. It is
recommended that “sleepers” are 2x4 and aligned perpendicular to your deck.
The outside “sleepers” must be attached. Middle “sleeper” should be attached
16” on-center. It is also recommended that InfiniClips® are installed to present
the most flush look for your deck. A minimum of 1-1/2” air space is required.

INSTALLATION OF FASCIA

Blind Screw Installation

Attach fascia to the rim joist using three [3] screws spaced no further apart than
16” on-center. Both top and bottom screws should be within 1” to 1-1/2”
of edge. Fasten the fascia from one end to the other or from the center out to
each end. Never fasten the fascia from both ends to the center. Leave a
1/8” space between the fascia ends where two pieces meet or wherever a piece
meets a solid surface (i.e., a corner or a building wall) to allow for expansion of
the material.

INSTALLATION OF STAIR TREADS

Fascia Installation

A minimum of three [3] #10x2-3/4” composite deck screws is required for every stair “stringer” (jacks). “Stringers” need to be
placed no greater than 16-inches on-center. The first screw must be placed as close as possible to the front, no closer than 1”;
the second screw must be placed as close as possible to the back, but no closer than 1”; the third & final screw must be
placed in the middle of the “stringer.”
While pre-drilling is recommended, it is not required.

CLEANING

A thorough cleaning of the decking after installation is necessary. During the first 90 days after installation, some water marks
may be left on the surface. This is a normal occurrence and will go away after a normal weathering period. Please refer to our
Apollo Maintenance & Repair Guide on page 8 for recommended cleaners.
*Note on Expansion Gaps: For appropriate expansion gaps to use in your installation, please refer to the Resources link at www.apollodecks.com
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APOLLO DECKING MAINTENANCE &
REPAIR GUIDELINES
As with all exterior building products, Apollo will require
periodic cleaning to ensure lasting beauty. Follow these
simple guidelines to keep your decking looking beautiful for
years to come.

GENERAL CLEANING

General dirt and debris should be sprayed off with a hose
to remove surface debris. Use Apollo Intensive Deck and
Patio Cleaner and a soft bristle brush to remove dirt and
debris from the grooves or texture. Thoroughly rinse all soapy
water from deck surface with water. For best results, wash
Apollo in the morning or evening hours when the surface of
the deck is cool to minimize drying of cleaners on the deck
surface. A thorough cleaning is recommended twice per year
using Apollo Intensive Deck and Patio Cleaner. Please refer
to www.apollodecks.com to find a video tutorial on how to
properly maintain your composite deck.

GREASE/OIL/FOOD SPILLS

All food spills should be removed as soon as possible. To
remove light stains, use a mild dish soap with warm water
and a soft bristle brush to remove dirt and debris from the
grooves or texture. Thoroughly rinse all soapy water from
deck surface with water. When using Apollo Intensive Deck
and Patio Cleaner, stubborn stains can be removed at full
strength.

RUST STAINS/GROUND-IN DIRT & GRIME/
PIGMENT STAINS

For more stubborn stains and debris, use Apollo Intensive
Deck and Patio Cleaner.

ICE/SNOW

A plastic shovel may be used to remove snow. Do not use
excessive force. Never use a metal shovel to remove snow.
Calcium chloride or rock salt may be used to melt snow or ice
from the surface of the deck.

MILDEW AND POLLEN

It is important to prevent build-up of pollen/debris. Mildew
stains may occur where moisture, pollens, and/or dirt are
present. Mildew needs a food source to grow, which can be
grass, pollens, dirt, debris, wood and wood resins. To clean
mildew and pollen stains from your composite deck, use
Apollo Intensive Deck and Patio Cleaner.

SCUFFS & ABRASIONS

Like other weathering processes, scuffs and abrasions
generally disappear after a normal 8-10 week period.

PRESSURE WASHING

Pressure washers may be used with a maximum of 1500
PSI. Use a fan tip and keep a distance of at least 8-10” from
the surface.

SCRATCHES

Scratches, nicks, cuts and grooves can be eliminated by
using a scratch repair pad or a wire brush. Lightly brush in
the direction of the grain of the decking. The brushed area
will weather back in approximately 8-10 weeks. For best
results, use of a scratch repair pad is highly recommended.
Please refer to www.apollodecks.com for a scratch repair
video tutorial.

SANDING

Sanding composite decking is not recommended, as
sanding will alter the appearance and color of your deck
and void the warranty (please see page 9 for a complete
list of what is and is not covered under Apollo Warranty
Guidelines).

DISPOSAL

Apollo Composite Decking products should be disposed of
like other construction scraps & debris or other residential
waste. It is not recommended to burn any remaining Apollo
Composite Decking product due to the composition of the
materials.
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